We investigate theoretically the many-emitter phonon laser based on optically driven semiconductor quantum dots within an acoustic nanocavity. We map the phonon laser Hamiltonian to a Tavis-Cummings type interaction with an unexpected additional many-emitter energy shift. This many-emitter interaction with the cavity mode results in a variety of resonances dependent on the number of participating emitters. We show that the many-emitter phonon laser also includes the single emitter resonance besides these collective phenomena. However, we obtain a high quantum yield addressing these collective resonances. We clearly demonstrate the best setup for maximal enhancement and show that the output can be increased even more via lasing at the two phonon resonance.
The optical laser is indispensable for fundamental physics and many applications and is well understood by now 1, 2 . Adapting the concept of coherent amplification by stimulated emission to sound waves, the phonon laser is a promising candidate for a new type of non demolishing measurement 3 . In the past few years there have been different theoretical and experimental proposals for phonon lasing such as trapped ions 4, 5 , compound microcavities 6 , NV-centers 7 , electromagnetic resonators 8 and semiconductor devices [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . For most applications, especially for the latter, the embedding of the active medium within an acoustic cavity forms the basis for stimulated phonon emission. The design and technological control of such cavities have been progressing in the past years [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . In a semiconductor device, two superlattices confine one single phonon mode within a spacer in between [15] [16] [17] . A careful design allows long phonon lifetimes due to a high quality factor up to Q = 10 5 of the acoustic nanocavity [18] [19] [20] . Based on such a phonon cavity, we investigate theoretically phonon lasing in a semiconductor nanodevice with quantum dots 21 as active medium and external coherent optical excitation 22 for coherent phonon generation via the induced raman process 12, 13 . We want to extend the single emitter case 12 to many emitters 23, 24 and focus on collective effects of the phonon lasing regime.
In analogy to the Tavis-cummings model 25, 26 we focus on identical emitters coupled via the cavity phonon field. First discovered by Dicke 27 , superradiance is one example for collective effects with applications to optical lasers [28] [29] [30] and has been investigated recently for phonons in general 31, 32 . The coherent pump of identical emitters supports the buildup of collective quantum coherences 31, 33, 34 . We clarify that collective phenomena also appear in the phonon lasing regime and show an enhancement of the coherent cavity phonon field addressing collective processes. Even if there are similarities to the optical laser, the phonon laser differs fundamentally in the interaction as the electron-phonon coupling is diagonal. This results in a Tavis-Cummings type interaction with an additional new type of interaction between the emitters via the cavity field. This paper is structured as follows: In Sec. I, we explain our model system of optically driven semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) within an acoustic nanocavity and the scenario leading to coherent phonon generation. In Sec. II we show that several resonances appear in the many-emitter phonon laser in addition to the single emitter resonance. This proves an unexpected robustness of the phonon laser against many-emitter effects. In order to explain these additional resonances, we derive an Tavis-Cummings like effective Hamiltonian which demonstrates a collective phonon emission process of different emitters at the specific resonances. Additionally, we demonstrate that a detuning at the two phonon resonance leads to a coherent two phonon generation of one single QD as well as a collective two phonon process including all QDs at lower frequencies. In Sec. III we investigate the case of non identical emitters. We give an estimation what difference in electronic transition frequencies or electron-phonon coupling can be tolerated in order to still observe collective phonon emission. Finally, we investigate the quantum yield in Sec. IV. Hereby, we show for a given scenario the best pumping strength and lasing frequency of the external laser, leading to maximal many-emitter enhancement.
I. MODEL
As active medium for coherent cavity phonon generation, we use semiconductor quantum dots, described as two-level systems with band-gap frequency ω cv , valence band state |v i and conduction band state |c i . The quantum dots are embedded within a high-Q acoustic cavity with one single phonon mode ω ph . We drive the quantum dots coherently with an external optical laser with frequency ω L and Rabi-frequency Ω(t). The optical pump, we describe semiclassically within rotating wave approximation due to quasi resonance with the two-level system and small pumping strengths compared to the driving frequency ω L . In order to generate phonon emission, the external optical laser is blue detuned at the anti-Stokes frequency ∆ = ω L − ω cv ≈ ω ph . For simplicity, we transform the Hamiltonian into a rotating frame with respect to the excitation laser frequency ω L . The full Hamilto- ...
FIG. 1.
Illustration of the many-emitter phonon laser. (a) Energetic excitation scheme: Several QDs are placed inside an acoustic cavity with phonon frequency ω ph and cavity loss κ. The external laser frequency ωL is blue detuned from the twolevel resonance ωcv with respect to the cavity phonon frequency ∆ ≈ ω ph at the anti-Stokes resonance. (b) Phonon lasing cycle: First, the QDs are pumped coherently via Rabi frequency Ω from |vi, n to |ci, n . Second, a phonon is emitted into the cavity via electron-phonon coupling g. A radiative decay ΓR of the upper electronic level |ci, n + 1 closes the loop. Note that ΓR prevents the QD from reabsorbing phonons and the lasing cycle starts again.
with b ( †) being the phonon annihilation (creation) operator and σ i z = |v ii v| − |c ii c|, σ i x = |v ii c| + |c ii v| and σ i − = |v ii c| the typical Pauli matrices. Initially, we assume the system to be in a low temperature regime at T = 4K. We neglect the back action from the phononic and the photonic reservoirs in order to assume the losses to be Markovian. Therefore, we describe the phonon decay of the cavity κ and the radiative decay Γ R of the electronic excited states via the Lindblad master equationρ
with super operator Fig. 1 we illustrate the many emitter phonon laser scheme. The lasing cycle works as follows: The electron is pumped coherently via Ω from |v i , n to |c i , n . Due to the excess in energy, a phonon is created via the electron-phonon interaction g, bringing the system to the state |c i , n + 1 . After decaying radiatively to |v i , n + 1 with Γ R , the electron may once again be excited. In Eq.
(1) and (2) we have assumed identical emitters which are coupled only via the cavity mode ω ph . In the Refs. 13, 14 it was shown that the naive detuning at the phonon frequency ∆ = ω ph does not lead to maximal output intensities as the anti-Stokes resonance is shifted with respect to the pumping strength Ω and the electronphonon coupling g. We show that there is an additional energy shift due to a many-particle interaction via the cavity mode resulting in a variety of resonances depending on the number of participating emitters.
II. COLLECTIVE PHONON PROCESSES
We detune the optical driving frequency ∆ in order to find the resonances where the cavity phonons show coherent statistics. We show these resonances in Fig.  2 . In contrast to the naive assumption, that the system is lasing at the anti-Stokes resonance (∆/ω ph = 1), the frequencies are red shifted with respect to the pumping strength and the electron-phonon coupling which was already shown for the one emitter case (blue, solid) by Ref.
13 . For two emitters (red, dotted), we find a characteristic feature for the phonon laser: Instead of one single resonance, there are two resonances close to ∆ ≈ ω ph . One resonance is exactly at the single emitter resonance with slightly higher output. Additionally, a second resonance is visible at lower driving frequencies which overlaps with the single emitter resonance. This explains the higher output compared to the single emitter case at the single emitter resonance. For three emitters (yellow, dashed) we observe the same tendency. The single as well as the two emitter resonances are apparent and additionally a third resonance at a lower driving frequency shows up. In the following, we call the resonance caused by additional emitters collective resonances. Due to the many-emitter character, these resonances are caused by Phonon number 
a collective phonon emission of the emitters respectively. We observe a narrowing of the linewidth for these collective resonances compared to the single emitter case. In order to identify the statistics of the cavity phonons at the respective resonances, we show in Fig. 2 (bottom) the autocorrelation function g 2 (0) 35, 36 . The steady state value is defined as
We consider only the case τ = 0. In Fig. 2 , we observe always g 2 (0) ≥ 1. A value g 2 (0) = 1 is identified with coherent statistics. We observe g 2 (0) = 1 at the resonances, where the phonon number shows a peak for the collective resonances as well as for the single emitter resonance. A value g 2 (0) > 1 is identified with thermal statistics which is always the case if no resonance is addressed. For higher driving frequencies close to ∆ ≈ 2ω ph the same pattern of resonances appear with coherent phonon statistics g 2 (0) = 1. In contrast to the one phonon resonance, the linewidth is narrowing at the two phonon resonance but the number of phonons is twice as high. For the three emitter case we could not find a third resonance for these pumping strength. At higher pumping strengths, also the third resonance appears. These findings prove that lasing at the two phonon resonance is theoretically possible. Furthermore, we find an interesting many-emitter effect, namely the different resonances, which we investigate in the following.
A. Effective Hamiltonian approach
In order to explain the different resonances, we derive an effective Hamiltonian with respect to the excitation conditon ∆ ≈ ω ph , similar to Ref. 13 . In contrast to the full Hamiltonian in Eqs. (1) and (2) which includes all processes, we restrict the Hamiltonian to the second order process of cavity phonon generation in order to achieve a Jaynes-Cummings like interaction. We transform e iS (H 0 + H I ) e −iS = H ef f with S chosen to eliminate the first order electronic processes and cut the expansion after the second order. Therefore, the conditions
and
determine the transformation operator
Applying the conditions (5) and (6), the effective Hamiltonian is derived via
In contrast to ref. 13 the Hamiltonian contains the sum over the number of emitters which leads to a fundamental difference: The quantum dots are not directly coupled, but indirectly via the phonon operators b ( †) . Therefore, if the electronic operators are coupled to the phonon mode, the QD-QD interaction does not vanish. As the electron-phonon coupling is diagonal, the different QDs couple only via the phonon assisted electronic densities σ
. As our focus lies here on the many-emitter effects, we split the Hamiltonian into three parts to highlight the QD-QD interaction
with H ef f QD−QD as the many particle interaction term
Due to the assumption of identical emitters, Eq. (10) and (11) do not differ except for the sum from the single emitter limes of ref. 13 . H ef f now is a Tavis-Cummings like Hamiltonian with two level systems of energy gap
and effective coupling strengths
In contrast to the Tavis-Cummings model, the phonon emission and absorption is reversed due to the conduction band electron-phonon coupling: σ i + creates a phonon, while σ i − annihilates one with g ef f . Eq. (12) describes the interaction between the quantum dots via the phonon field. This term is not negligible as the electronic operators interact with phonons. We highlight that Eq. (12) is in addition to the common Tavis-Cummings model and is a characteristic feature of the phonon laser due to the diagonal electron-phonon coupling. We show that this density-density shift of the resonance indeed has an effect on the system. In Eq. (13) it becomes clear that the energy gap is dependent on the phonon coupling g and the pumping strength Ω. Additionally, the interaction between quantum dots also participates to the energy gap and has the same prefactors than the last summand in Eq. (13) .
In Fig. 3 we validate the effective Hamiltonian. Now that we calculated the effective model, we can turn the QD-QD interaction of the effective Hamiltonian on and off to investigate its effect on the system response under varying the optical detuning. Considering the effective QD-QD interaction, we observe a good qualitative agreement of both models even if we have assumed the system to be at the anti-stokes resonance ∆ = ω ph . Neglecting the QD-QD interaction in Eq. (12) we find a different behavior. The collective resonance at the lower frequency disappears and only the single emitter resonance is predicted. In contrast to the full model, the effective model without H ef f QD−QD shows twice as much phonons at the single emitter resonance and a broadened linewidth. At the collective resonance, the full model and the effective model with QD-QD interaction also show twice as much phonons. We conclude that the scaling with g 2 /ω ph with the density of both quantum dots is responsible for the collective resonance. Phonon number
Validation of the effective Hamiltonian for two emitters: Comparing the full (blue, solid) with the effective Hamiltonian (red, dotted) both models are in good agreement. The resonance for maximal phonon numbers is slightly red shifted for both resonances for the effective Hamiltonian. Also it predicts a smaller amount of phonons at the maximum while the linewidth is broadened. Turning off the QD-QD interaction, the effective Hamiltonian (yellow dotted) shows only the single emitter resonance. Note that for clarity the coupling strength g is twice as large as before.
B. Collective resonance
In analogy to the lasing cycle shown in Fig. 1(b) , we now focus on the many emitter case for a deeper understanding of the collective resonances. We study two cases: First, the detuning at the single emitter resonance. Either one quantum dot is excited at |c i , n and participates in a stimulated phonon emission process by interacting with a cavity phonon resulting in |c i , n + 1 . Second, the detuning at the collective resonance. Both quantum dots are excited at |c 1 , c 2 , n and both generate a phonon collectively via interacting with the cavity field resulting in |c 1 , c 2 , n + 2 . For the second case, the resonance is shifted additionally due to Eq. (12) . Because of the collective two phonon process, the phonon number is doubled in comparison to the first case. Furthermore, we observe a linewidth narrowing which indicates a longer lifetime of both QDs being in the state |c 1 , c 2 , n . The many-particle interaction is dependent on the number of emitters and the occupation of the excited states of all emitters (cp. Eq. (12)). Due to coupling to the conduction band density, both emitters have to be excited for collective phonon emission. We show in Fig.  4 that indeed the collective resonance disappears at low pumping strengths where for driving at the single emitter resonance, the system is already lasing. Increasing the pumping strength addresses the collective resonance as it becomes now probable for both emitters to be excited at the same time. The phonon output is increasing until it reaches twice the amount of phonons of the single emitter resonance while the single emitter resonance only increases due to the overlap with the collective resonance. Furthermore, increased pumping also results in linewidth broadening. We conclude that the conditions for collective two phonon emission are high pumping strengths such that it is probable for both emitters being in the excited state |c 1 , c 2 , n as well as a detuning at the collective resonance
due to Eq. (12) . Therefore, driving the system at the collective resonance with Ω being strong enough results in stimulated two phonon emission of both emitters collectively. The single emitter resonance only addresses stimulated single phonon emission of either one of the emitters. These findings prove that the many-emitter case also includes the single emitter resonance. We do not need to know the exact collective shift dependecies in order to generate stimulated phonon emission in the many-emitter case. One can detune at the single emitter resonance and generate the same output for a higher number of emitters. This proves the robustness of the many-emitter case against the collective interaction as the single emitter phonon emission is still included in the many-emitter case and can be addressed via the detuning. We want to mention, that the position of the resonances are highly sensible on the electron-phonon coupling g as it scales with the square. In contrast to Ref.
12 we have chosen a higher g as for smaller electron-phonon coupling the collective and the single emitter resonance move together and smear out. Therefore, a smaller g also supports the robustness of the many-emitter phonon laser against these collective effects as the collective resonance is also addressed at the single emitter resonance due to the overlap. However, the electron-phonon coupling is not readily accessible in experiments. We suggest that it may be possible to deduce the electron-phonon coupling g from the splitting between the resonances. For higher g the resonances split up even stronger than in the presented case. If g is high such that the resonances split up, one needs to consider the collective shift in Eq. (12), using the many-emitter setup for maximal enhancement. This results in collective N -phonon emission of N -emitters and therefore in higher phonon intensities.
C. Two phonon resonance
Choosing a detuning close to the single phonon resonance ∆ ≈ ω ph results in many resonances dependent on the number of emitters in the system. We have identified the resonances with collective N-phonon emission due to the many-emitter setup. Additionally, in Fig. 2 we see an enhancement of the phonon intensities at ∆ ≈ 2ω ph which we call the two phonon resonance. We have to differentiate again between the two cases of the previous section, as other resonances are also present. For the first case with detuning at the single emitter resonance we identify the process with a two phonon generation of one single emitter, where one QD is in the state |c i , n and generates two phonons via interacting with the cavity phonons resulting in |c i , n + 2 . In Fig.  2 it is shown that driving at the two phonon resonance also results in coherent phonon statistics. Therefore, we have two different resonances resulting in a two phonon process. First, the collective two emitter two phonon generation at ∆ ≈ ω ph and second the single emitter two phonon generation at ∆ ≈ 2ω ph . Comparing both resonances in Fig. 2 we identify the same line shape if we exclude the overlap with the one phonon resonance. Both resonances result in the same amount of phonons as well as nearly the same linewidth. However, the excitation scheme is completely different. On one hand the two phonon generation results from collective stimulated two phonon emission of two emitters and on the other hand from a stimulated two phonon generation of one single emitter. Therefore, it is surprising that both resonances are that alike and result in coherent statistics.
For the second case, addressing the collective two phonon resonance we identify it with a four phonon process. Here, both QDs are excited at |c 1 , c 2 , n . Interacting with the cavity phonons results in a collective four phonon emission of both quantum dots |c 1 , c 2 , n + 4 . The number of phonons is twice as high as for the two phonon processes and four times higher than the single phonon emission process. Note, that its linewidth is very narrow in comparison to the other resonances. The resonance is very sharp and it might be difficult to address it via the optical detuning. Following this argumentation for the collective resonance for three emitters at the two phonon resonance, we identify it with a six phonon emission process. The QDs have to be in the state |c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , n for collective three emitter two phonon emission |c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , n + 6 . For the investigated pump strength in Fig. 2 this state is not populated. Increasing the pumping strength we also observe this collective six phonon resonance. However, its linewidth is even narrower than the other resonances which makes it more difficult to address.
III. NON IDENTICAL EMITTERS
In this section we investigate the robustness of the collective resonances against effects resulting from non identical emitters. Realistic QDs differ in size and have different spatial positions which result in a variety of transition frequencies and different electron-phonon couplings g [37] [38] [39] [40] . We do not investigate effects resulting from inhomogeneous broadening but provide an estimation which difference in frequency or electron-phonon coupling of two individual QDs can be tolerated in order to still observe collective phonon generation. We investigate a difference in the transition frequencies of the two QDs, where ω cv 2 of the second QD deviates 5% (blue,solid) or 10% (red, dotted) from ω cv 1 of the first QD which we show in Fig. 5 . A difference in electronic transition frequencies results in a strong splitting of the two single emitter resonances. The single emitter resonance of the second QD is located at a lower frequency due to ω cv 2 < ω cv 1 and even lower than the collective resonance. For collective phonon generation, both QDs participate which suggests that the location of the collective resonance is a mixture of both transition frequencies. The positions of the collective resonances can be estimated well for both cases in Fig. 5 with
Note that we have taken ω . For equal QDs, the second summand vanishes and yields the resonance determined by Eq. (15) . As indicated by the narrowing of the collective resonance in Fig. 5 for 10% difference (red, dotted) , we expect that for greater difference in the transition frequencies, the collective resonance narrows more and the phonon number decreases until it vanishes. In contrast to the frequency difference, collective phonon generation is rather robust against difference in the electron-phonon coupling. In Fig. 6 , we show the be- Optical detuning versus phonon number for two emitters which differ in the electron-phonon coupling g. For small differences g2 = 1.6g1 (blue, solid) the single emitter resonances split up but still overlap with the collective resonance. For g2 = 2g1 (red, dotted) the single emitter resonance of g2 is overlapping with the collective resonance. For g2 = 4g1 (yellow, dashed), all resonances split up and the single emitter resonance is at lower ∆ than the collective resonance. Furthermore, the output of the collective resonance is smaller than the single emitter resonance of g2.
havior if the electron-phonon coupling g of one QD is different while the other one is kept at the same g as before (transition frequencies are equal). We show three cases: g 2 = 1.6g 1 (blue, solid), g 2 = 2g 1 (red, dotted) and g 2 = 4g 1 (yellow, dashed) in order to estimate the position of the collective resonances. The single emitter resonances split up due to the different g i . This can be estimated from the respective effective single emitter Hamiltonian in Eq. (13) (excluding the comparably small shift due to the pump Ω)
as collective processes do not play a role. However, for the collective resonances, the effective Hamiltonian in Eqs. (10)- (12) is only valid for identical emitters. Therefore, the collective resonance cannot be determined by Eq. (15) . Altogether, this results for the two emitter case in three resonances: The two single emitter resonances due to different g i and the collective resonance. For a difference g 2 = 1.6g 1 (blue, solid), the three resonances are overlapping, but in contrast to Fig. 2 (red, dotted line), there is clearly an additional resonance. The single emitter resonance of the first QD is at the same position as before, but with higher output due to the overlap with the single emitter resonance of the second QD. This resonance is located at lower frequencies than for the first QD but with higher output, due to the higher g 2 . The collective resonance shows the highest output. For a greater difference between g 1 and g 2 , the position of the peaks split up more. For g 2 = 2g 1 (red, dotted), the single emitter resonance of the second QD is very close to the collective resonance at a lower frequency.
An interesting effect appears in case of g 2 = 4g 1 (yellow, dashed): The single emitter resonance of the second QD is located at a smaller frequency than the collective resonance. Also the phonon number of the single emitter resonance of the second QD is now higher than the collective resonance. The reason for the higher single emitter resonance is g 2 > g 1 . One might expect that a higher g 2 would result as well in a higher collective resonance. We suppose, as it can be seen in Fig. 6 , that a great difference between the QDs for the electron phonon coupling g results in a narrower collective resonance with lesser output as it was already the case for increasing difference in the transition frequencies (Fig. 5) . For all cases shown in Fig. 6 we estimate the position of the collective resonance by
Note that in case of identical emitters this agrees with the collective resonance determined before in Eq. (15) . We conclude, that non identical QDs do not destroy the effect of collective phonon generation. Although a great difference in the QD transition frequencies (> 10%) narrows the linewidth of the collective resonance remarkably. The collective resonance is more robust against a difference in the electron-phonon coupling. A difference up to ∼ 400% can be tolerated before the resonance is narrowing.
IV. QUANTUM YIELD
We have identified the different resonances close to ∆ ≈ ω ph in Fig. 2 with collective phonon emission. If the emitters are all in the excited state |c i , ..., c N , n , they collectively generate stimulated phonon emission at the respective resonance due to Eq. (12) . In order to unravel the enhancement of the many emitter setup, we investigate the quantum yield. We compare driving of the single emitter and the collective resonance of the two emitter case with driving at the single emitter resonance of the one emitter case. In Fig. 4 it was shown that the collective resonance is lasing only at high pump powers. Therefore, we are interested in the quantum yield depending on the external pump power. In order to compare the resulting phonon numbers, we define a phonance witness in analogy to the radiance witness of Ref. for one and two emitters (blue, solid). For low pump powers, we observe R > 0 what we explain with a different lasing threshold. Due to the two emitter correlation, it enters the lasing regime at lower pump powers in comparison to the single emitter setup and thus showing a higher phonon number.
Increasing Ω, also the one emitter setup enters the lasing regime and R drops below zero and shows subradiant like behavior. The reason for R < 0 is the driving at the single emitter resonance where either one of the emitters emits a phonon with effectively being a single emitter setup as explained in the previous section. Therefore, the phonon number of the two emitter setup is equal to the one emitter case with no many-emitter enhancement. With increasing pump power Ω > 0.2 meV, the peaks of the single emitter and the collective resonance are overlapping what can be seen as well in Fig. 4 . Due to the increased pump and the peak overlap, the phonon number at the single emitter resonance for two emitters is higher than for one emitter and as a consequence R increases. At Ω ≈ 2 meV, the one emitter setup stops lasing due to the self quenching behavior 12-14 while the two emitter setup is still lasing and the phonance witness increases as it was the case for very low pump powers. Shortly before the two emitter case stops lasing as well, the phonance witness shows a peak and jumps to a value R > 1 indicating a high collective enhancement. High pump powers also address the two phonon resonance, as already shown by Ref.
14 . The first peak is associated with the collective two phonon resonance which is only present for N ≥ 2. Thus, two emitters are lasing at the collective two phonon resonance while one emitter is within the self quenching regime without lasing action which is the reason for the high phonance witness. For higher pump powers, the witness decreases again before reaching a second and a third peak. Both peaks result from the two phonon single emitter resonance which is addressed by the high pump. The reason for the two peaks is the different linewidth (with pump power at the x-axis) for one and two emitters. For one emitter, the two phonon resonance shows a narrower peak, thus resulting in two peaks in the phonance wittness. For higher pump powers the resonance is shifting out of the two phonon resonance and both two and one emitter are within the self quenching regime again with R ≈ 0. Note, that Ref.
14 is based on a coherent factorization and on the assumption of identical behavior of the QDs. Thus, observing always lasing at the collective resonance for higher number of emitters. In contrast, we unravel the different shift dependencies of the many emitter case via the full quantum mechanical treatment and also prove coherent statistics at the two phonon resonance (Fig. 2) . Now let us consider the phonance witness with driving at the collective resonance ∆ = ω ph − 2g 2 ω ph in Fig. 7 (red,  dotted) . For low pump powers, it is not probable for both emitters to be in the state |c 1 , c 2 , n and no lasing occurs as can be seen in Fig. 4 . Therefore, R = −1 as the one emitter setup driven at the single emitter resonance shows phonon lasing. At Ω ≈ 0.05 meV, a detuning at the collective resonance also starts lasing as it is now probable for both emitters being in the state |c 1 , c 2 , n (cp. Eq. (12)). R increases until the two emitter setup reaches twice the phonon number at Ω ≈ 0.2 and thus R = 0 as for expected many-emitter lasing. This clarifies the importance of driving at the collective resonance for the usual many emitter enhancement ∼ N of lasing action. From this point on, increasing Ω results in a phonance witness similar to driving at the single emitter resonance. The phonon number of the single emitter setup decreases at lower pump powers and therefore R increases for both cases. With one difference: Driving at the collective resonance results in higher output, therefore also R is higher than for driving at the single emitter resonance and R > 1 is reached before the two phonon resonance is addressed. Note that driving at the collective resonance reaches the two phonon resonance at slightly higher pump powers, because the lasing frequency is already detuned with respect to the collective resonance. Besides that, both, driving at the single as well as at the collective resonance shows nearly the same phonance witness at the two phonon resonance addressed via the pump. Therefore, for high pump powers it becomes nearly independent of the optical detuning. This is a strong statement and proves again the robustness of the many emitter phonon laser. Without careful adjustment of the detuning, increasing the pump such that the two phonon resonance is addressed results in perfect many emitter enhancement with R > 1. We assume that this behavior is also the same for higher numbers of emitters as it becomes independent of the detuning. For best enhancement at lower pump powers, the number of emitters have to be considered in the optical detuning. Once the lasing at the two phonon resonance is reached via increased pump, the adjustment of the detuning becomes redundant as perfect enhancement can be achieved via strong optical pumping at the collective two phonon resonance. However, for maximal cavity intensities, the optical detuning should be adjusted as well.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we considered the few emitter regime of phonon lasing. In contrast to the single emitter phonon laser, additional resonances appear, dependent on the number of emitters. An effective Hamiltonian approach results in a Tavis-Cummings like interaction with an additional energy shift due to a many-emitter interaction. That clarifies that the additional resonances result from collective many-emitter phonon emission. The same pattern of resonances appears close to the two phonon resonance which results in lasing as well. In case of non identical emitters, the two single emitter resonances split up for either a difference in the electronic transition frequencies or in the electron-phonon coupling. The collective emission for two quantum dots is robust against different transition frequencies up until ∼ 10% while for the electron phonon coupling differences up to ∼ 400% can be tolerated. Investigating the quantum yield, driving at the collective resonances results in the expected linear scaling of the phonon number with the number of emitters. A collective enhanced scaling can be achieved close to the lasing threshold, as the many-emitter laser has lower threshold. For high pump powers, the two phonon resonances are addressed and result in perfect many emitter enhancement.
